Honeoye Lake Watershed Taskforce
MEETING MINUTES
12/18/14
Called to order by Chairman Terry Gronwall at 5:09 pm at the FLCC Muller Field Station.
Present: P.J. Emerick (OCSWCD), Steve Barnhoorn (Town of Richmond), Stevie Adams (The Nature
Conservancy), Bruce Gilman (FLCC), Bill Hershey (Town of Canadice), Dorothy Gronwall (guest), Ann
Jacobs (Town of South Bristol)Terry Gronwall (Chairman HLWTF), Mark Adams (Town of Naples).
Introductions: TG welcomed everyone to the meeting, and thanked everyone for coming.
Privilege of the floor- None
Approval of the June 5th, 2014 meeting minutes- moved by SB, second by MA, carried.
Financial report: PE provided a financial report for 2014 and passed it around for the group to review.
Approval of financial report- Moved by SB, second by BH, approved.
2014 Honeoye Lake Weed Harvesting Report- TG provided a summary of the report that Betsy Landre
(OC Planning Dept.) submitted prior to the meeting (see attached). TG explained that a barge may be
borrowed or rented to assist with the macrophyte cleanup in 2015.
Potential Watershed Yard Composting Project- TG explained the grant application was not awarded.
However, the Honeoye Valley Association, the Towns of Richmond and Canadice will move ahead with
trying to implement the program anyway. TG will send out a meeting notice to everyone soon to schedule a
meeting to discuss the next steps with the project.
10 Year macrophyte Survey, Zebra Mussel Survey and grant pre-proposal submission on how
climate change impacts the thermal dynamics of shallow warm water lakes in NY- BG provided an
update on the macrophyte survey (see attached). BG also discussed the sampling sites in the lake where the
macrophytes were sampled and gave brief explanation of the graphs contained in the project summary
reports. TG feels that whatever is causing the decline in biomass is a welcome change for the lake. BG also
summarized the What’s Happening to Zebra Mussels poster (see attached). BG continued to explain the
study locations where volunteers observed the Zebra Mussel population. There were fewer Muscles and
they were smaller in size then in previous years. DG reminded everyone that ten years ago there a large
number of Muscles in the lake and BG agreed. BG also found 5 clams that were unknown to him at the
time. Samples were sent to NYS DEC in Albany and they were identified as European Fingernail Clams.
SB asked how these clams arrived in the lake. BG feels it’s difficult to tell for sure. DG questions if these
clams are a threat to the environment. BG feels they are not. TG asked BG to share what the decline in the
biomass means. BG doesn’t think it’s a lack of substrate in the water, but it’s because the plankton
community the organisms feed on is now comprised of Blue Green Algae and this is not a proper food
source for the clams. BG also discussed the grant pre-proposal with the group. BG was asked to be a
collaborator on a grant that was being written by Dr. Hairston regarding climate change. The pre proposal
was submitted and they are waiting to hear if it will be selected to move on the full proposal stage. TG feels
the grant would be very beneficial to determining where the external loading sources in Honeoye Lake are
coming from. TG also gave a brief overview of his recent water temperature survey data he collected for
the lake.

NYS DEC WQIP Honeoye Lake Restoration Grant Award $135,000.00- BH explained the WQIP grant
that the District will be awarded. The grant will pay for vernal pools, settling basins, and stream bank
restoration work in the watershed. BH will have the required plan of work done in January prior to the
February deadline. TG explained funding and the in-kind match requirement in the grant and also discussed
where the practices will be installed throughout the watershed. TG has also been discussing opportunities
for internal loading grants with the NYS DEC.
Princeton Hydro Project- TG explained the project has been completed and he is very satisfied with the
results. SA agreed. TG also explained the GIGP grant that was written and did not receive funding. SA
explained that when she spoke to the GIGP grant award team, they were looking to fund implementation
projects not design type projects. SA explained the Nature Conservancy may try to raise funds for the study
through donations of their members. SA asked PE if the line item in the Environmental Protection Fund for
SWCDs could be allocated to this project. PE said it cannot since it is already allocated to other projects
across the State. SA feels that one option would be to apply for funding to do a complete project to include
survey, design, permitting and implementation. TG feels the Honeoye Valley Association could partner
with the Nature Conservancy to assist in fund raising. TG also inquired if our State elected officials could
help locate funding the inlet project. SB commented on the section in the report that discussed lawn
fertilizers and pesticides. SB explained he located a local law example from the Town of Queensbury in
NY. The Town of Richmond is looking at this example local law now. SA feels the National Fish and
Wildlife Grant is also worth pursuing for the inlet project. TG, SA and BG will meet in January to discuss
this possibility.
NYSDEC Total Maximum Daily Load Meeting- TG explained the highlights of the TMDL meeting
NYS DEC had on Monday 12/15/14. The Princeton Hydro report and all of the HLWTF water quality data
from the last 10 years was provided to the NYS DEC in Albany. They will be using data from this report in
conjunction with their own data to create the TMDL documents for Honeoye Lake. Once the TMDL
reports are finalized, grants can be written to implement projects.
Blue Green Algae Sample Collection for NYS DEC- TG explained that he, DG, and BH have spent many
hours observing the lake and taking samples. The blooms were down this year compared to previous years.
The sampling program will continue in 2015. Scott Kishbaugh from the NYS DEC, BH and TG met
yesterday and the NYS DEC requested the sampling program continue and DEC is very supportive of our
program and will use it as a model for other lakes across the State. No other lake in the State has done as
much sampling as we have in Honeoye Lake. NYS DEC is hoping that in 2015 lakes similar in size to
Honeoye will complete a sampling program as effective as ours. BH also explained that NYS DEC has
asked him to present the Honeoye lake sampling program at the 2015 SWCD Water Quality Symposium in
Syracuse.
2013-2014 Ontario County Water Resources Council Grant Funded Projects- BG provided a brief
update on the Tributary Stream Sampling for Honeoye Lake and the Mercury Levels in Fish of the Finger
Lakes grant. BG will be assisting Dr. Lisa Cleckner of the Finger Lakes Institute. BG will assist in
obtaining fish samples for Lisa. TG explained the WRC that were funded by the Ontario County WRC.
Those grants are the Honeoye lake Temp and DO Data Collection meter and the Electronic Macrophyte
Mapping Service. TG feels the mapping and the meter have been very beneficial to the lake because of the
highly accurate data they provide. TG is very thankful the WRC agreed to fund these projects. TG feels this
shows the Towns in the Watershed how their WRC contributions are used to leverage additional grant
funds successfully.
2015 HLWTF Projects- TG explained the HLWTF will concentrate on four goals in 2015. The HLWTF
educational newsletter, collection of lake water quality data, the enhanced Blue-Green Algae sampling for
the NYS DEC and will continue to explore funding opportunities for the Inlet Restoration Project.
New Business- TG explained the work that the OCSWCD and FLCC does on behalf of the HLWTF.
Approval of OCSWCD’s 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter invoice for services in the amount of $5,004.25. Moved
by SB, second by MA, approved.

Approval of summer 2015 lab expenses for 8 water quality sampling trips $2,250.00. Moved by BH,
second by SB, approved.
Approval of 2015 Electronic macrophyte mapping services for $925.00 to be reimbursed by the Ontario
County WRC. Moved by BH, second by MA, approved.
Approval of tributary stream sampling for $4,000.00 to be reimbursed by the Ontario County WRC.
Moved by BH, second by SB, approved.
Approval of 2015-2016 OCSWCD agreement for services $39.00/hr. maximum of $6,000.00/yr. Moved by
MA, second by SB, approved.
Adjournment- Motion to adjourn at 6:30 pm. Moved by BH second by SB carried:
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2014 Harvesting Summary:
Harvesting Season Dates: July 7-September 23, 2014. The later start date was intentional to avoid conflicts
with July 4 weekend, including the creation of fragments.
Vegetation was noticeably light this year.
78 loads were harvested, an estimated 390 tons.
During a week of down time due to the July 28 flood, staff helped to clear debris collected along a fence
around the sewage treatment plant in Honeoye. Staff also helped clear debris around docks at the NYS Boat
Launch and assisted the Town of Richmond with gravel hauling and road repairs.
Staff worked approximately 100 hours over the season clearing overgrown vegetation from the weir at the
north end of the lake.
We are looking into securing (through rental, loan or purchase) a simple work barge to implement a
shoreline cleanup program. The purpose of this effort will be to assist property owners who receive the
brunt of fragments washing on shore following harvesting operations and to remove (within reason) the
biomass and nutrients that are missed by the harvester. Cayuga County SWCD may be willing to loan or
lease a barge for a pilot year. We are waiting on a cost proposal which we should expect early in 2015.
Yard Waste Composting:
The P2I grant through RIT was rejected, and hopefully we will understand why after a conference call with
the review committee on Thursday afternoon. The Planning Dept. is looking into a USDA Technical
Assistance and Training Grant as an alternative grant source for funding for the education and marketing
costs of a revitalized and enhanced yard waste composting program. The P2I grant focused on pollution
prevention. This USDA grant is focused on waste reduction. Carla Jordan in the Planning Dept. is waiting
for feedback from USDA on our project concept. The proposal is due Dec. 30, 2015. The project budget
would be similar. Carla does not believe additional information or letters of support would be needed. She
will coordinate with partners after hearing from USDA. We thank everyone for their support of the original
proposal.
Thanks!
Betsy

Betsy Landre
Senior Planner
Ontario County Planning Department

